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Abstract

This paper focuses on modeling defects in crystalline materials in one-dimension
using field dislocation mechanics (FDM). Predicting plastic deformation in crystalline materials on a microscopic scale allows for the understanding of the mechanical behavior of micron-sized components. Following Das et al (2013), a one
dimensional reduction of the FDM model is implemented using Discontinuous
Galerkin method and the results are compared with those obtained from the
finite difference implementation. Test cases with different initial conditions on
the position and distribution of screw dislocations are considered.
Keywords: Field Dislocation Mechanics, Plasticity, Plastic Deformation
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Introduction

This project is focused on modeling defects in crystalline materials. In crystalline materials, atoms are arranged in an ordered pattern that repeats itself
in three-dimensions. Figure 1 shows the arrangement of atoms in a hexagonal
close-packed crystal structure.

Figure 1: Hexagonal close-packed crystal structure (Callister, 2001)
Over the last few decades, crystalline materials have found increasing use
in technology, energy, and other sectors. The properties of crystalline materials significantly depend on the arrangement of atoms as well as defects in
this arrangement. In order to design novel crystalline materials with desired
properties, it is very important to understand the nucleation and evolution of
defects in the ordered structure. Some of the defects observed in crystals are
voids (point defect), dislocations (line defect), and grain boundaries. One of the
interesting properties of these materials is their ability to deform permanently
on applying stress. This characteristic is called plasticity and is caused by the
motion of line defects called dislocations. Dislocations are line defects in the
regular arrangement of atoms. There are two types of dislocations that exist in
the materials, edge and screw dislocation. In an edge dislocation, an extra half
plane of atoms is present in the crystal, as shown in Figure 2. The lattice of
atoms distorts close to the dislocation; however, the crystal structure is perfect
away from the dislocation (Callister, 2001). When stress is applied, this extra
half plane of atoms moves and leaves a step on the surface as shown in Figure
4. The edge of the extra half plane terminates in the crystal and is called a
dislocation line. In an edge dislocation, dislocation line is perpendicular to the
direction of motion of a dislocation (Figure 4). The direction and magnitude
of motion of a dislocation is represented by Burgers vector. Thus, in an edge
dislocation, Burgers vector is perpendicular to the dislocation line. A screw
dislocation is characterized by the relative shift in the upper and lower portion
of the crystal, as shown in Figure 3 (Callister, 2001). In the case of a screw
dislocation, Burgers vector is parallel to the dislocation line.
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Figure 2: Edge Dislocation (Callister, 2001)

Figure 3: Screw Dislocation (Callister, 2001)

Figure 4: Motion of an edge dislocation (Callister, 2001)
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In real crystals, dislocations mostly exist as mixed dislocations (edge and
screw). Dislocation lines can be straight or curvilinear in three dimensions and
can be observed using advanced electron microscopes. Transmission electron
microscope was used to observe the dislocation lines in a sample shown in Figure
5 (Dimiduk et al, 2006).

Figure 5: Dislocations in a sample (Dimiduk et al., 2006)
Dislocations move in a crystal on a preferred plane and in a preferred direction. The preferred plane is called a slip plane and the direction is called a slip
direction. A slip plane and a slip direction together form a slip system. A Face
Centered Cubic structure has 12 slip systems.
A thorough understanding of the nucleation and evolution of dislocations is
required to predict plastic deformation mechanisms in crystalline machine components in current operating conditions as well as to design superior materials
that could sustain severe thermomechanical conditions. Theories and computational frameworks that could model dislocation evolution and quantitatively
predict their highly nonlinear interactions with obstacles remain elusive. The
reliable atomistic methods are computationally intensive. The highly efficient
macroscopic elasto-plastic constitutive models are not able to predict few of the
experimental observations. One of such observations is the size effect shown in
Figure 6 (Uchic et al., 2004). Uchic et al. (2004) performed uniaxial compression tests with pillar shaped specimens of Ni. The diameter of specimens varied
from 5 microns to 40 microns. Some of the key observations were, (i) smaller
samples show a harder response, (ii) smaller samples show different stress-strain
response for the same size, and (iii) scatter in the response decreases with the
increase in size of the specimen. Thus, macroscopic elastoplastic models cannot
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be used for predicting the mechanical behavior of micron-sized components.

Figure 6: (A)Stress-strain response of Ni pillars; (B)Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image of 20 micron diameter sample; (C)SEM image of 5 micron
diameter sample (Uchic et al., 2004).
In this project, a field model of dislocation mechanics (Acharya 2010), which
has the potential to overcome these issues, is used. The field dislocation mechanics (FDM) model can predict the evolution of an arbitrary configuration of
dislocations and the related stress field and distortion. Focus is to develop an efficient and reliable implementation of FDM using advanced numerical methods,
such that the developed computational framework is able to explicitly model
the fine scale phenomenon involving few dislocations. Applications of such a
framework are many. One of the applications is in the design of semiconductor
materials. The developed framework can be used to exploit the effect of strain
field of dislocations on the electronic band structure.
A finite difference based implementation of the one-dimensional reduction of
the FDM model exists (Das et al, 2013). This implementation has been able to
model single dislocation as well as interaction of few dislocations. FDM model
has also been used to study the interaction of dislocations in two dimensions in
Zhang et al. (2015). In Zhang et al. (2015), a composite setup is considered,
as shown in Figure 7. In the composite, an elastoplastic layer with linearly
elastic regions on the top and bottom is considered. Dislocations are allowed
to evolve in the plastic layer but no dislocation is present in the elastic layers.
Dislocation evolution is calculated using the finite difference implementation
of the 1d FDM equation in the plastic layer. The resulting plastic strain is
used for solving the stress equilibrium equation for the whole specimen using
finite element method. Thus, for every new slip plane, a one-dimensional finite
difference implementation based slip layer needs to be introduced. This process
gets more complicated in three dimensions. Our intent is to develop a technique
that does not need such a slip layer. We plan to use advanced discontinuous
Galerkin method for numerical implementation of the model. A one-dimensional
6

implementation of the FDM model is used in this project.

Figure 7: Composite structure used in Zhang et al. (2015)
This report is organized as follows: Field dislocation mechanics model with
initial and boundary conditions is described in Section 3, nondimensionalization
of equations is described in Section 4, the implementation of this model and approaches used to solving and simulating the FDM model is described in Section
5, the dislocation results for the different initial conditions when subject to load
and no load is described and analyzed in Section 6, and the conclusions along
with future plans is described in Section 7.
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Mathematical Statement of the
Dislocation Problem

Many physical problems can be represented in the form of a partial differential equation. The mechanics of dislocations, considered in this project, is also
represented by a partial differential equation in the FDM model.
In this section, the three dimensional FDM model, one dimensional reduction of the model, initial and boundary conditions, problem setup and material
properties are discussed.

Three-Dimensional Model
When examining a static model of no forces or inertia, the stress tensor T is
satisfied by the equation:
div T = 0
Standard displacement boundary conditions are used in this model and the
elastic distortion tensor U e is defined as:
U e = grad(u) − U P
where u is the total displacement field and U P is the plastic distortion tensor.
The evolution of polar dislocation density follows the conservation of Burgers
vector,
α̇ = −curl(α × V )
(1)
where α x V is the time derivative of the plastic deformation U̇ P ,
U̇ P = α × V.

(2)

Given the stress tensor T along with some polar dislocation velocity V , it
is possible to solve the system of three-dimensional equations to understand
plastic deformation. We consider the case


∂η
1
T + κ curl α −
V =
×α
(3)
e
∂U p
B
e is a material
where κ is a material constant, η is an energy functional, and B
constant.

Reduction to a One-Dimensional Model
When reducing the model to a one-dimensional system, only one component
P
of U12
is considered to be non-zero.
The one-dimensional system of equation becomes:
α̇ + ∂z (αV ) = 0
8

(4)

φ̇ + αV = 0
1
V = − (T − ηφ + κ∂z α)α
B̃
T = f (φ, t)

(5)
(6)
(7)

Here, some of the terms and variables are redefined to simplify notation,
∂η
P
where z:=x3 , φ=U12
, ∂U
P =ηφ . V represents the dislocation velocity, α̇ is the
derivative of dislocation density with respect to time, φ̇ is the derivative of
plastic distortion with respect to time, and T is a function f of φ and time.
Along with these system of equations, the assumption of applied strain g(t) is
also defined as u1 (x2 , t)=g(t)x2 , so that ∂2 u1 =g(t).
In this paper we consider two separate cases of stress f (φ, t):
Linear Stress:
c
(8)
f (φ, t) = (g(t) − φ)
2
Cubic Stress:
f (φ, t) =

c
φ̄
φ̄
φ̄
(g(t) − φ − )((g(t) − φ − )2 − ( )2 )
2
2
2
φ̄
2( )2
2

(9)

Equation (9) is extended periodically outside the range (0, φ̄]. g(t) represents
the applied strain. Equation (8) represents a linear stress and equation (9)
represents a cubic stress.

Initial Conditions and Boundary Conditions
The following initial conditions are used to test several different cases for φ
and α with varying applied strains g(t) and with both linear and cubic shear
stress f (φ, t) cases. Neumann boundary conditions are applied for α and φ,
which prescribes a flux over the outward normal on the boundary.
Single Dislocation Connecting Wells
φ̄
φ(z, 0) = (−1 + tanh(z))
2
φ̄
α(z, 0) = (1 − tanh2 (z))
2
Single Dislocation Between Wells
φ(z, 0) = 0.015(−1 + tanh(z) + 0.01

α(z, 0) = 0.015 1 − tanh2 (z)
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(10)
(11)

(12)
(13)

Single Dislocation Between Wells Non-Equidistant from Energy Wells
φ(z, 0) = 0.015 (−1 + tanh (z)) + 0.005

α(z, 0) = 0.015 1 − tanh2 (z)

(14)
(15)

Two Dislocations of Opposite Sign Between Wells
φ(z, 0) = 0.01275(1 + tanh z) + 0.012, −∞ < z < 50

(16)

φ(z, 0) = −0.01275(1 + tanh(z − 100)) + 0.0375, 50 ≤ z < ∞

(17)

2

α(z, 0) = 0.01275(1 − tanh (z)), −∞ < z < 50
2

α(z, 0) = −0.01275(1 − tanh (z − 100)), 50 ≤ z < ∞

(18)
(19)

Two Dislocations of Same Sign Between Wells
φ(z, 0) = 0.01275(1 + tanh z) + 0.012, −∞ < z < 50

(20)

φ(z, 0) = 0.01275(1 + tanh(z − 100)) + 0.0375, 50 ≤ z < ∞

(21)

2

α(z, 0) = 0.01275(1 − tanh (z)), −∞ < z < 50

(22)

α(z, 0) = 0.01275(1 − tanh2 (z − 100)), 50 ≤ z < ∞

(23)

Problem Setup and Constants
The system is observed over the length of the rod. The magnitude of the
Burgers vector b = 4.05x10−10 m, the elastic shear modulus c = 2.3x10−2 Nµm2 ,
cb2
the material constant k =
= 9.43x10−10 N, and B = 10−16 N-s/ B. The
4
energy is at a minimum where φ̄=±0.05. Dislocation density α is expressed in
bB
units of b−1 , Time t is expressed in units of
, and Velocity V is expressed in
c
c
units of .
B

4

Nondimensionalization

When working with differential equations modeled after real world situations, there are often many different constants and variables within a given
equation. Systems can also appear complex and complicated when leaving these
constants in the equations, which makes it difficult for looking at certain characteristic properties within the system. When solving more complex problems
that involve multiple different units due to the combination of a few or many
different variables, having units in the problem can introduce more complexity
and can also pose issues to computers when working with such small numbers.
A number of benefits could come from converting these equations into a dimensionless form. Specific mathematical techniques become easier to apply to
10

dimensionless equations, parameters that can be ignored or treated with some
approximation could be assigned and thrown away based on the equation, roundoff errors could be avoided when working with such small numbers on computer
computations, and the solutions can be abstracted to fit other phenomena. By
turning an equation full of units and relationships into a simpler problem, the
solutions or equations can become physically meaningful to physics, engineering,
and mathematical problems.
By nondimensionalizing a problem, all of the independent and dependent
variables get substituted for dimensionless quantities that represent that variable. Then working towards simplifying the problem with different techniques
allows for a simpler equation, where the features and characteristics of that
equations could be better explained.
Starting with the one-dimensional equations that were introduced earlier, it
is possible to nondimensionalize these values in order to remove the constants
from the equation. This will allow for further analysis of the equations, while
removing the units from the equation. Removing these constants will allow the
later computation to be more accurate, as the computer does not have to handle
too many possible rounding errors when computing the solution.
When nondimensionalizing the one-dimensional equations some terms and
variable are redefined into different quantities that are dimensionless. First, the
bB
and
time and length variables are changed t = τ tc , z = χzc , where tc =
c
2
κ̂cb
and the length zc = b. When changing
zc = b. The material constant κ =
4
the value of κ̂, a value of zero indicates removing the diffusion term from the
system and only having a system of convection, while a value of one would follow
the numerical value provided in Acharya[3]. The internal shear stress is forced
dimensionless by letting τ = cτ̂ and the non-convex energy density becomes
1
η = cη̂. The dislocation density becomes dimensionless by letting α = α̂.
b
Now, starting with the initial one-dimensional equation for velocity
1
V = − (T − ηφ + κ∂z α)α,
B̃
its non-dimensional version easily obtained by a change of variables, is given
by
V̂ = −

B

κ̂
(T̂ − ηˆφ + ∂χ α̂)α̂
4
B̃b

However, this non-dimensional expression still contains constants that could
B
further be removed when using B̃ = B |α| = |α|. The non-dimensional exb
pression for velocity becomes:
κ̂
V̂ = −(T̂ − ηˆφ + ∂χ α̂) sgn α
4
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Similarly proceeding with the other equations, we obtain the following system:
φτ + α̂V̂ = 0

(24)

αˆτ + (α̂V̂ )χ = 0

(25)

κ̂
V̂ = −(T̂ − ηˆφ + ∂χ α̂) sgn α
4

(26)

This one-dimensional model considers B̃ = B |α|, and it is assumed that
1
|α| ∂χα̂ is a weak derivative of |α| α, so the following equations are obtained:
2
1
(27)
ατ − ∂χ ((T − ηφ ) |α|) − ∂χ (|α| ∂χ α) = 0
4


1
|α| α
φτ − ∂χ
− ((T − ηφ ) |α|) = 0
(28)
4
2


α
Again letting u :=
, we obtain
φ


−(T − ηφ ) |α|

(29)
f (u) = 
1 |α|α
−4 2
 

∂χ 41 |α| ∂χ α

g(u) = 
(30)
(T − ηφ ) |α|


∂(T−ηφ )
|α|
sgn(α)(T − ηφ )
∂φ

(31)
Du (f ) = − 
1
0
4 |α|
The eigenvalues become


q
1
2
2
λ=
sgn(α)(T − ηφ ) ± (T − ηφ ) + (Tφ − ηφφ )α
2
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(32)

Implementation

For many partial differential equations that were created to explain natural
phenomena, solving for an exact solution is difficult and in some cases are not
possible. Partial differential equations are also difficult to solve by hand and
often require a fair amount of computational power. The solutions to partial
differential equations become approximated, as a result, and there are a number
of different methods used to find approximate answers for partial differential
equations. Various numerical models exist which help solve these mathematical
models on computers and only in the simplest cases can a partial differential
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equation be solved. In general, solving these equations require a numerical
method to obtain an approximate solution.
The Finite Element Method (FEM) serves as a computational method for
obtaining a numerical solution of a differential or integral equation. In short, the
FEM divides a prescribed object into smaller parts called finite elements with
simple behaviors and individually computes each element, combining the results
to get an approximate answer in the end. Along with coming up or having an
equation, several other requirements are needed to solve the problem. A mesh,
or discrete representation of the region, is created that will contain the equation
and boundary conditions on this mesh are required in order to link the equation
with the region that it is being solved in. The model is initially formulated into
some mesh, which gets subdivided into many smaller elements of finite size and
finite number of elements. Now the PDE is approximated in each elements,
usually with some polynomial that can easily be solved. When solving each
element and obtaining approximated solutions, this will yield a matrix. Using
a sparse matrix solver (Discontinuous Galerkin Method, Galerkin Method, or
Variational approach), the unknown variables in the problem can be solved for.
In order to solve the system of one-dimensional PDEs, the discontinuous
Galerkin (DG) method is used to solve for the convective component of the system. The DG methods are within a class of finite element methods that depend
on using discontinuous basis functions, normally polynomials, to approximate
the system. Next, combining the DG method with the forward Euler method
to compute each matrix at each time step. However, since the approximated
solution just using this method shows instability near shocks during the computation, the use of a slope limiter allows for further accuracy when computing
an approximate solution (Cockburn, 2001). Without a slope limiter, it would
often appear as if the velocity reaches some large positive or negative value
after awhile leading to unstable solutions. When dividing a defined mesh into
a set of finite elements and approximating polynomials onto each element, the
slope limiter acts to essentially limit the slope from reaching these large values.
Whenever the slope of the plastic deformation graph reaches an arbitrary large
value, the slope limiter forces the slope to some smaller value that allows the
simulation to continue smoothly.
The software that was used to calculate the system of one-dimensional equations using the finite element method was NGSolve, a multiphysics finite element
software. NGSolve allows us to implement physical equations and solution algorithms easily using a rich Python interface to its C++ codebase. With NGSolve,
it is possible to define a specific mesh and use a numerical method to visualize the solution or even consider adaptive mesh refinement to get better, more
accurate solutions at necessary locations.
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Results and Analysis

A variety of different equilibrium solutions, along with non-equilibrium solutions for the various initial conditions for plastic deformation φ are examined
in this section.

No Load:
6.0.1

Single Dislocation

Linear Stress
A rod of length 200b is discretized into 5000 elements. A single dislocation
is considered at the center of the rod as an initial condition. It was observed
that the dislocation does not remain localized as shown in Figure 8, even in the
absence of applied strain. The reason for this behavior is the energy description
used in this case. Linear elasticity corresponds to a quadratic energy function
with a minima at 0 elastic strain. Thus, a dislocation with non-zero plastic
distortion or elastic distortion cannot be an equilibrium solution of a system
of equations based on linear elasticity. Results of this test case validate this
physical result.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Tanh equilibrium profile with linear stress
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Cubic Stress Connecting Wells
An analytical solution for the initial profile shown in Figure 9 exists for a cubic
stress case and is described in Das et al. (2013). Figure 9 illustrates and verifies
that the analytical profile matches the result given using the finite element
method.
In this case of an equilibrium solution given no load g(t) = 0, a mesh coarseness of 2000 elements in the mesh is used, along with a rod length of 100b
lengths to simulate 20 elements per b lengths. Polynomials p of degree 1 are
bB
used and approximated onto the mesh and the simulation is ran for t = 9667 .
c

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Tanh equilibrium profile with cubic stress
The energy corresponding to a cubic stress has a minima at ±φ̄. Figure 9
appears to have no change, which agrees with the analytical solution since the
system is already at a state of minimum energy or equilibrium. Because no
load is induced on the system, there should be no change to the system since
energy wants to stay at its minimum state rather than forcing dislocations to
propagate out of the body of the system.
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Cubic Stress Between Wells
Two cases were done to compare the results with those shown in Das et al
(2013): (i) transition layer equidistant from energy wells, and (ii) transition
layer non-equidistant from energy wells.
Figure 10 looks at a cubic stress between wells case where the transition
layers are equidistant from the energy wells. The simulation is ran through 1111
time steps with a rod length of 100b lengths discretized into 2000 elements.
Figure 11 looks at a cubic stress between wells case where the transition
layers are non-equidistant from the energy wells. The simulation is ran through
9667 time steps with a rod length of 100b lengths discretized into 2000 elements.
Results, shown in Figure 10 and 11 are in good agreement with those presented in Das et al. (2013)

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Transition layer equidistant from energy wells

(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Non-Equilibrium transition layer non-equidistant from energy wells
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6.0.2

Two Dislocations of Opposite Sign Between Wells

A rod of length 400b is discretized into 8000 elements. Two dislocations of
opposite signs are considered in the rod as an initial condition. It was observed
that the dislocation remains localized as shown in figure 12 when in the absence
of applied strain.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Transition layers between wells corresponding to positive and negative dislocation
Figure 12 shows that when a positive and negative dislocation are adjacent
to each other, the form of the φ profile remains unchanged.
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6.0.3

Two Dislocations of Same Sign Between Wells

A rod of length 400b is discretized into 8000 elements. Two dislocations of
the same sign are considered in the rod as an initial condition. It was observed
that the dislocation changes structure as shown in figure 13 when in the absence
of applied strain. Since the system is in non-equilibrium, the tendency to reach
equilibrium induces change when subject to no load.

(a)

(b)

Figure 13: Non-Equilibrium transition layers between wells corresponding to
only positive dislocations
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6.0.4

Multiple Dislocations Connecting Wells

A rod of length 400b is discretized into 8000 elements. Multiple dislocations
corresponding to both positive and negative dislocations are considered in the
rod as an initial condition. In the absence of applied stain, figure 14 stays
unchanged due to the state of equilibrium. Whether or not the dislocations

(a)

(b)

Figure 14: Two equilibrium transition layers connecting wells corresponding to
positive and negative dislocations
are of the same or opposite signs with one another, the corresponding φ profile
stays in quasi-equilibrium due to the ends of the profile being connected to the
energy wells. The system remains in equilibrium and at the lowest energy state
without applying load.
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Applying Load:
6.0.5

Single Dislocation

Cubic Stress Connecting Wells
A physical problem of a single dislocation moving under the application of stress
is modeled in this section. Cubic stress case is considered.
In this case of an equilibrium solution given many different loads g(t) ranging
from g(t) = 0 to g(t) = 0.025 shows a range of different solutions after running
the simulation for 7500 time steps. As figure 14a shows, using greater loads
will force dislocations to propagate out of the body while showing signs of both
convection and diffusion.

(a)

(b)

Figure 15: Tanh equilibrium profile
Applying different values of load induce different properties in the shape and
motions of dislocations. The dislocation’s shape may change with load, however,
the entire system still appears to remain as a localized entity that propagates
towards the boundary of the system.
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6.0.6

Two Dislocations of Opposite Sign Between Wells

When applying load to two dislocations of opposite sign in between wells,
the natural nature would be to reach a state of minimum energy as quickly as
possible. Given an applied load of g(t) = 0.005, a rod length of 300b lengths, and
ran through 7500 time steps. In this case, a mesh coarseness of 6000 elements
within the mesh is used, which gives 20 elements per b length.

(a)

(b)

Figure 16: Transition layers between wells corresponding to positive and negative dislocations
As seen in figure 16(a), the two dislocations are initially in a state of nonequilibrium after applying load. As a result, the two dislocations attract one
another and move towards each other. Eventually, the dislocations will propagate towards each other until they simulate destructive interference when they
meet up, which will cancel out the dislocations. The two dislocations propagate
towards each other since that is the shortest path towards reaching a state of
minimum energy and equilibrium.
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Conclusion/Future Plans

The results produced by the finite element method confirm the results found
using finite difference methods (Das et al, 2013). The finite element method
allows the modeling of one-dimensional dislocations through no load and with
load, however, takes more computational power to simulate the same results.
The finite difference method produces the same results more rapidly, however,
extending this approach to three dimensions involves introducing slip layers corresponding to certain specified slip planes. On the other hand, extending from
a one-dimensional model of dislocations to three-dimensions using an advanced
discontinuous Galerkin method would not involve introducing slip layers. As a
result, using different numerical schemes to solve a one-dimensional field dislocation mechanics model seems applicable in this scenario.
It is possible to generate a crystalline object and simulate the behavior of
dislocations through stresses. The FDM model allows for the prediction of the
propagation of dislocations through a material. The FDM model overcomes
the issues presented by the macroscopic elastoplastic models, while also considering the reliability of atomistic models. By using the discontinuous galerkin
method, it was possible to obtain results through simulations that modeled the
microscopic scale phenomenon involving one or a few dislocations.
For initial conditions within connecting energy wells, applying no load indicates that the system already exists in a state of minimum energy, so dislocations
would just appear to stay unchanged within the atomic structure of the material.
However, in cases where the crystalline structure is in a state of non-equilibrium
with no applied load, the dislocations would still attempt to propagate out of
the material since energy systems tend to gravitate towards the lowest energy
levels. When applying load to these dislocations, these systems are removed
from their state of equilibrium. As a result, the dislocations attempt to propagate out of the material or towards other dislocations in order to reach a state
of minimum energy.
Since different numerical schemes involving the field dislocation mechanics
model have succeeded in producing similar results, it would be possible to extend
these approaches to three-dimensions. In the future, the advanced discontinuous
Galerkin method could be implemented to the existing model to model dislocations in three-dimensions. After understanding the nucleations and evolutions
of dislocations, it would be possible to predict plastic deformation mechanisms
in crystalline materials. Understanding these crystalline materials allow for designing superior materials that could sustain different conditions. Through the
use of theoretical and computational frameworks, it may be possible in the future to model dislocations for micron-sized crystalline components and predict
their behavior with other defects quantitatively. Understanding and being able
to predict and model dislocations in crystalline materials would allow for better
implementation in technology or related fields.
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